
Here (centre) I have re-created a ce-
ramic dish from a fragment of pottery 
I found on a lagoon islands in Venice. 
The fragment is very likely to be from 
a sgrafitto dish made in the second 
half of the 16thC, perhaps later. It fea-
tures a distant mountain landscape, 
houses and what is possibly an archi-
tectural structure in the forground. 

I have re-created the dish through ex-
tending imagery desribed in the main 
ceramic fragment (top right) in a wa-
tercolour drawing. I imagine a Veneto 
landscape with two figures and a small 
dog passing through architecural ru-
ins on a road leading towards distant 
houses.

The imagery is scratched into the clay 
surface which is typical of the 16th and 
17thC sgraffito technique as is the viv-
id yellow, green and blue glaze.

I also found three smaller pottery fragments with the larger landscape fragment (above). These could 
show the remaining marks of stylised shapes and spirals, a different typology to the landscape fragment, 
dating them to the 15thC. The earliest types of sgraffito featured very simple incised motifs, such as spi-
rals and  circles. During the 15thC sgraffito pottery became more and more popular in Italy and imagery 
on dishes began to feature imagery of portrait busts, animals1 and landscapes. They were very often giv-
en as bethrotal or birthday gifts, with faces and figures identifiable on the upper surface and on the base 
of the dish a person’s name or their favourite food dish was sometimes described (see right)

Museum Design: Drawing, Eating 
and Learning  Together around a 
Rialto Museum Collection

2 beautiful examples here, from the 
second half of the 16thC or maybe 
17thC, with ‘Lasagne’ and ‘Salsa’ writ-
ten on the bottom of the dishes per-
haps marking a favourite dish or de-
scribing its usage



Remaking the Dish: Education and Play

I used this archaelogical find as a starting point for a 
education activity for community groups who could 
take part in a future Rilato museum project. 

I created a drawing activity called ‘I see from here..’, 
inspired by the limitation of ‘lock down learning’ con-
texts. I ask people to re-imagine the dish and draw 
what they thing may have been in the scene... (right) 

Download the full activity here: https://www.lucygall-
weylandscapes.com/educations

Ash (age 3) and Elias (age 4) came up with 
amazing drawings to complete the sgraffito dish, 
including star fish, sea urchins, trees, and bridg-
es with cars



Using the dishes in a Rialto Museum Food Court, 
Cafe or Food Stall integrated into the Market or Fabbriche Nuove

Inspired by local produce, local people and local sgratffito 
ceramics, I envisage using the community drawings from 
the ‘I see from here’ drawing activity as designs for con-
temporary sgraffito dishes which could be used in a future 
Rialto Museum Food Court, Cafe or Food Stall integrated 
into the Market or positioned within the Fabbriche Nuove. 
I also use the Mercato Centrale in Florence as inspiration, 
for the way in which it brings trading, eating, learning and 
social space together for the benefit of communities. 

Sue Tirrell, contempo-
rary artist, shows us 
how to make vibrant 
drawings with the 
sgraffito technique


